Of the thirty-eight peace accords signed between 1988 and 1998, thirty-one failed to last more than three years.\(^1\) Contributing to their failure was the behavior of so-called spoilers: those who use violence or other means to undermine negotiations in the expectation that a settlement will threaten their power or interests.\(^2\) The stakes for understanding spoiler behavior are high. Where parties kept spoilers at bay, such as in Guatemala and South Africa, years of bloody conflict gave way to successful transitions to peace and democracy. Where spoilers proved triumphant, such as in Angola and Rwanda, the violence ensuing after a peace accord failed was more horrific than what had preceded it.

Conventional explanations of conflict resolution assume that both negotiators and spoilers act primarily to achieve objectives vis-à-vis their external opponent. Politics internal to their national community are relevant only insofar as they increase or decrease audience costs, that is, the domestic price that political actors pay for their foreign policy decisions. This explanation, however, neglects the meaningful ways in which domestic politics are not only a constraint on actors’ conflict strategies but a motivator as well. Actors turn to negotiating or spoiling to contest both what a proposed settlement entails and who has the power to decide this and other matters on behalf of their community. For competing factions in a nonstate group, in particular, participation in or spoiling of negotiations offers an opportunity to advance their struggle for political dominance.

This article develops a framework for understanding negotiating and spoiling as mechanisms of internal political contestation. It takes the notion of “nested games,” which George Tsebelis uses to explain Western European electoral politics,\(^3\) and applies it to the uniquely fluid context of nonstate groups.
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The article puts forth two hypotheses. First, negotiating and spoiling as internal contestation are more likely when at least one party to a conflict lacks an institutionalized system of legitimate representation. Second, whether internal contestation motivations lead factions to act as peace makers or peace breakers depends not only on their policy preferences but also on the balance of power within their community.

The article examines these hypotheses through a comparative analysis of two episodes in the history of the Palestinian national movement: the Palestine Liberation Organization’s (PLO’s) bid to join the Geneva peace conference in 1973–74 and its engagement in the Oslo peace process from 1993 to 2000. In both instances, the official Palestinian leadership sought to participate in negotiations while smaller factions carried out attacks to undermine them. Relying on external utility models, most commentators interpreted these actors’ motivations as stemming exclusively from their stance in the conflict with Israel. An analysis of a range of primary and secondary sources, however, suggests that these actors were no less motivated by their struggle over representation of the Palestinian cause.

The article proceeds in four sections. The first section critiques dominant explanations of negotiating and spoiling, highlighting their insufficient attention to actors’ internal political motivations. The second section presents the internal contestation model and derives the two hypotheses mentioned above. The third section illustrates the usefulness of this model through an examination of the Palestinian case. The final section discusses the implications of this research for theory building and for future policymaking with regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

**Insufficiency of External Utility Explanations**

A peace process is a sustained effort to negotiate a lasting solution to a protracted conflict between states and/or nonstate groups. This article focuses on the universe of peace negotiations involving a nonstate group, be it an ethnic, national, religious, ideological, or self-determination movement. Most explanations of peace making or peace breaking rely on external utility models because they assume that parties act to maximize gains vis-à-vis an external adversary. Figure 1 illustrates their underlying logic.

The literature on conflict resolution offers several variations on this model. The one-level external utility model holds that groups fight when they expect
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to achieve more by acting unilaterally and negotiate when they expect to achieve more by acting cooperatively.\textsuperscript{5} Some scholars conceptualize the latter as an example of “ripeness,” which ensues when fighting reaches a mutually “hurting stalemate” in which neither antagonist believes that it can prevail.\textsuperscript{6} The weakness of this model is that it treats antagonists as unitary actors, and hence misses the influence of domestic politics on foreign policy decisionmaking. By contrast, another model holds that domestic audience costs condition the ability of leaders to pursue negotiations.\textsuperscript{7} Yet this model also underestimates the relevance of domestic politics. It assumes that internal politics are only one of several constraints on actors’ attempts to advance their ultimate objective, not a driving motivation that may supplant it.

A similar external utility logic underlies much of the literature on spoilers of peace processes. Stephen Stedman argues that actors not satisfied with the terms of an agreement will engage in spoiling behavior unless third parties suppress, accommodate, or co-opt them as appropriate to address these actors’ total, limited, or greedy goals.\textsuperscript{8} Yet in assuming that the relevant variation lies in how much spoilers want rather than what they want, Stedman misses important differences among the types of spoilers that he identifies. Shifting the focus from motivations to capabilities, Kelly Greenhill and Solomon Major as-
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\textsuperscript{8} Stedman, “Spoiler Problems in Peace Processes.”
sert that spoilers emerge when shifts in the distribution of power in a conflict generate political opportunities.\textsuperscript{9} Power imbalances, however, do more than restrain or liberate would-be spoilers. They also shape their incentives for acting as spoilers in the first place.

Research on spoilers’ strategic calculations likewise focuses overwhelmingly on actors’ external conflict goals. Robert Pape claims that groups use violence because it is more effective than negotiations in compelling democracies to yield territory.\textsuperscript{10} Andrew Kydd and Barbara Walter argue that spoilers design attacks to undermine the state’s trust that its interlocutor on the other side will fulfill its obligations.\textsuperscript{11} Rui de Figueiredo and Barry Weingast contend that extremists use terror against the state to provoke reprisals that will radicalize moderates within their own community, thereby wrecking the chances for an agreement.\textsuperscript{12} These scholars derive hypotheses on the timing and character of violence from the assumption that spoilers’ objective is to pressure their external adversary. They do not consider that spoilers might instead be aiming to coerce rivals within their own community.

In assuming that the aim of negotiators and spoilers is either peace or continued conflict, these external utility models disregard how most spoilers also act on internal political imperatives. In most nonstate groups, the struggle for external utility intersects with the struggle for internal power. Tsebelis suggests that these arenas of external and internal contestation constitute “nested games.” The following analytical framework considers the implications of Tsebelis’s approach in weakly institutionalized settings. In the absence of laws to enforce procedures for collective decisionmaking, not only are there multiple games of social choice, but their rules are in flux. And where allegiances are flexible and influence is fungible, actors are likely to act in one sphere of politics to extract benefits in another.

\textit{The Internal Contestation Model}

In the internal contestation model, some of the negotiating or spoiling that is supposedly intended to alter the course of a conflict is actually designed to


contest leadership over and representation of a single national community. This kind of negotiating and spoiling emerges because nonstate entities tend to encompass numerous factions vying for power. Within each faction, elites and aspirants often compete for leadership. These actors therefore strive for organizational, personal, or political advantage both vis-à-vis their ethno-national group’s external adversary and vis-à-vis each other. Because these arenas of struggle are simultaneous and overlapping, political action in one arena can produce political influence in another (see figure 2).

The shaded circle in figure 2 represents the sum of negotiations or violent activity designed to influence the course of a conflict. In area A, groups make peace or thwart it depending on the gains that they expect each strategy to yield vis-à-vis their external adversary. Conventional external utility explanations view conflict behavior through this lens. In area B, actors’ behavior vis-à-vis their external opponent overlaps with their interests vis-à-vis rival factions within their nonstate group. This is the category of behavior that the internal contestation model seeks to elucidate. Area C marks a subset of this category, in which actors are driven by their struggle for leadership within a single one of the factions that make up the nonstate group. In the internal contestation model, therefore, actors choose to negotiate or spoil the peace based on the expected utility of each strategy for improving their position in an internal balance of power (see figure 3).

In most conflicts, dynamics of internal contestation coexist with those of ex-
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ternal utility. This raises two questions. First, how do internal and external motivations interact? Second, under what circumstances is an actor likely to be influenced by one set of motivations more than the other? The following hypotheses are a step toward answering these questions.

**H1:** *Internal contestation motives are most likely to drive negotiating and spoiling by groups that lack an institutionalized system of legitimate representation.*

Any nonstate group must institutionalize a system of representation if it is to settle the question of who has the right to speak on behalf of the collective. Where the legitimacy of this system is established, it will not remain a subject of contestation. In a conflict setting, actors within the nonstate group will thus be able to focus on attaining concessions from the other side. Where a system of representation is lacking, however, contenders within the nonstate group will continually attempt to influence the process of policymaking within their community. They will seek to do so directly through bargaining with each other and indirectly when they address themselves to the conflict with an external adversary.

A peace agreement, or even the prospect of a peace agreement, can heighten contestation over the terms of legitimate representation because it favors some factions and disfavors others. That some are invited to the negotiating table means that others are not. Some actors in a nonstate group might initiate peace talks to attain this advantage. Disadvantaged actors will likewise seek to improve their positions, but because they are weaker, they may find few strictly political means at their disposal. They may find that violence is the most
significant means of leverage over factions that want diplomacy to succeed. As there are no authoritative procedures for collective decisionmaking, it is rational for factions to turn to all spheres of external and internal politics in an effort to outstrip each other. When will internal politics drive factions to try to conclude a peace agreement, rather than block one? As the next hypothesis proposes, factions’ behavior toward a settlement varies based on their power relative to each other.

H2: Whether internal contestation pressures lead groups to act as peace makers or peace breakers depends not only on their policy preferences, but also on their position in the internal balance of power.

The internal contestation model suggests three factors that shape whether a struggle for influence in a nonstate group leads factions to try to negotiate a peace agreement or to spoil it: (1) the position a group occupies in the internal balance of power; (2) the resources that it expects will improve that position; and (3) how, given circumstances, it expects that negotiating or spoiling will affect access to those resources. When analysts consider these factors for the groups involved in a conflict, they will be able to situate them on the analytical map in figure 3. They can then determine what groups are likely to do to promote their standing.

Hypothesis 2 carries two implications for theory and policy. First, in any nonstate group, leaders of the dominant faction are likely to have the most to gain from a peace process, as they can expect to be the ones invited to participate in negotiations. This outcome offers these individuals external recognition of their leadership and increases their access to material resources and institutional power over rival factions. For the same reason, leaders of subordinate factions are likely to have the most to lose from peace negotiations, and thus be the most likely to undertake spoiling behavior.

Second, peace makers and peace breakers may target their activity to influence audiences other than their external adversary. For example, spoilers’ primary aim may be to affect public opinion in their own community. When people become frustrated with a peace process, an opposition faction may wager that spoiling the peace will increase its popularity. When the public is optimistic about a peace process, the same faction may decide to restrain its militant activity, regardless of its opposition to the agreement. Alternatively, a marginal faction may judge that it has only a slim chance of rallying public support. It thus may judge that the most effective way to promote its organizational interests is to increase its material resources or acquire a powerful
backer. The group might adapt its stance toward a peace settlement based on how it expects external patrons to respond. Under other circumstances, negotiators or spoilers might be most interested in influencing leaders in their own faction. For aspirants or lower-ranking cadres, signaling an ability to make or break a peace process can demonstrate to their leaders the potential costs of ignoring them. Analysis of the case of the Palestinian national movement illustrates these patterns.

Empirical Analysis

This section demonstrates how the behavior of Palestinian negotiators and spoilers in 1973–74 and 1993–2000 reflects many of the dynamics associated with the internal contestation model.

Geneva Peace Conference, 1973–74

The Palestinian nationalist movement that took shape at the end of World War I was largely shattered during the 1948 Arab-Israeli War. The movement revived when refugees formed guerrilla groups that eventually came together under the umbrella of the Palestine Liberation Organization. The largest group in the PLO was the Fatah movement, led by PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat. To claim to speak for all Palestinians, however, the PLO had to include the full spectrum of Palestinian politics. The Fatah leadership agreed to allow other political groups to join the PLO as member factions and agreed to these factions’ demand to retain autonomous strategies and structures. As a result, the PLO was never a single decisionmaker as much as a forum for decision-making. It provided the political space in which numerous Palestinian groups, as well as the Arab states that stood behind them, negotiated their agendas in pursuit of goals acceptable to all.

Under these circumstances, the Fatah-PLO leadership faced continual competition from radical Marxist groups, such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) and the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP); hard-line factions such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine–General Command (PFLP-GC); proxy groups such as the Syria-backed Saiqah and the Iraq-backed Arab Liberation Front (ALF); and from other factions, such as the Palestine Popular Struggle Front (PPSF). These factions could not approximate Fatah’s numbers, resources, or control of PLO

institutions. Instead, they often challenged Fatah by turning to militant rhetoric and activity. Consequently, attacks against Israel sometimes became a form of Palestinian internal politics by other means.

Competition for influence within the Palestinian national movement contributed to guerrilla attacks in the late 1960s and international terrorism in the early 1970s. It also spurred spoiler violence as the PLO began to shift toward a diplomatic strategy. After 1969, the PLO’s official goal was the elimination of the state of Israel and the establishment of a democratic state for Jews, Muslims, and Christians in Palestine. The PLO’s means for achieving this goal was armed struggle. This strategy began to change in the aftermath of the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, when the United States and the Soviet Union invited Egypt, Jordan, Syria, and Israel to the Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East. Hosted by the United Nations in December 1973, this first-ever Arab-Israeli summit aimed to be the preliminary step in a multiround negotiations process for reaching a comprehensive settlement in the region.

The PLO was not invited to the Geneva conference’s first round. Nonetheless, the United States was willing to consider its inclusion in subsequent rounds, a position shared by the Soviet Union. This triggered a heated debate among Palestinian groups regarding whether the PLO should seek to participate in the peace process. Attending the Geneva conference would imply acceptance of UN Security Council Resolution 242, and hence recognition of Israel on some 78 percent of the land of Mandate Palestine. Although this was anathema to most Palestinians, many believed that international circumstances demanded that the PLO moderate its strategy. In late 1973 the DFLP became the first Palestinian group to endorse an interim settlement based on Palestinian sovereignty over only the occupied territories. Shortly after, Fatah and Saiqah voiced their approval. In June 1974 the Fatah leadership convinced the PLO’s parliament-in-exile, the Palestinian National Council (PNC), to approve what was dubbed the “phased program.” This program called for the establishment of a national authority in any Palestinian areas liberated from or evacuated by Israel. In addition, for the first time, the PLO endorsed “all means of struggle,” thereby sanctioning diplomatic methods in addition to

military ones. The leadership justified this strategic shift by insisting that establishment of a national authority was merely a stage toward liberation of all of Palestine. It was not lost on any Palestinian, however, that the phased program represented a monumental shift toward a two-state solution. Reinforcing this shift, PLO leaders articulated their desire to participate in the peace process. Arafat also sent private messages to U.S. officials indicating his willingness to accept the state of Israel.

Relying on an external utility logic, some observers attributed this embryonic Middle East peace making to a “hurting stalemate,” insofar as the 1973 war demonstrated both Israel’s vulnerability and the limits of Arabs’ military power. A closer analysis, however, shows that PLO leaders were largely motivated by their competition with Jordan over who could claim legitimate representation of the Palestinian national community. The Hashemite kingdom had sought to acquire parts of Palestine even before the establishment of Israel. It institutionalized its control over Palestinian lands, and a concomitant claim to speak for their inhabitants, when it ruled the West Bank between 1948 and 1967. Thereafter, the Palestinian resistance groups challenged Jordan’s status as the de facto representative of Palestinian interests. Ongoing tension between Jordan’s King Hussein and the PLO erupted in war in 1970–71, which ended in the expulsion of the PLO from Jordanian territory.

Against this backdrop, PLO leaders saw an existential need to prove that, not Jordan, held the key to a peaceful settlement of the Palestine question. This need became more urgent after King Hussein issued his 1972 “United Arab Kingdom” proposal to unify the occupied territories with Jordan under his sovereignty. At the very least, Hussein argued, a referendum should allow “our people” in the territories to choose “whether they want to stay with us, to unite with us, or to separate from us.” When Hussein asserted that no political fate should be forced upon Palestinian civilians, he was referring

to the PLO.\textsuperscript{24} In 1973 the Arab League summit drafted a resolution to recognize the PLO’s representation of the Palestinian people. It abandoned the resolution, however, when Jordan objected.\textsuperscript{25}

PLO leaders were thus in a fierce bid to establish their credentials as the Palestinians’ legitimate representatives. When they signaled their willingness to join the Geneva conference, it was largely with this objective in mind. Fearful of the implications, King Hussein met with U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and urged that Israel quickly return to Jordan the territory lost in 1967. Otherwise, the international community would find itself obliged to deal with the PLO.\textsuperscript{26} Concurrently, PLO leaders tried to persuade their constituents that the PLO should accept an invitation to the Geneva conference or risk being represented by Jordan instead.

External utility models cannot account for these dynamics. As both Jordan and the PLO called on Israel to withdraw from the occupied territories, they were not contesting the substance of their strategy. Rather, they were contesting who should have the authority to speak for that strategy. Contrary to the predictions of external utility models, the PLO was not interested in the peace process because it wanted to maximize gains from Israel. Rather, as Fatah leader Salah Khalaf (Abu Iyad) explained, the PLO did not expect Israel to relinquish land. “We wager that our enemy does not desire or want peace,” Khalaf declared at a lecture in Beirut. “Whoever believes that it will withdraw from the occupied territory,” he continued, “is delusional.” What then was the PLO seeking to gain by participating in the Geneva conference? Khalaf did not mince words: “We are taking action and struggling for the [Palestinian] revolution’s right to represent the people because King Hussein is lying in wait for our revolution and our people. . . . This is the touchstone of our political activity today.”\textsuperscript{27}

Like Fatah, the DFLP advocated the creation of a national authority in the territories because it strengthened the PLO’s position over Jordan.\textsuperscript{28} Even factions that condemned the phased program recognized that this was one of the program’s objectives. The PFLP denounced Fatah leaders for racing to Geneva
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“just so that they may compete with the subservient regime [Jordan] as to who
is to negotiate with the Israeli enemy.” For Arafat, however, what was at
stake in this battle over representation was no less than the survival of the Pal-
estinian national movement. “The Arab states would make peace without us if
we did not express our demands in a realistic way,” the PLO chairman later re-
called. Had that happened, he went on, “We would have been finished.”

In inching toward diplomacy, the PLO-Fatah leadership sought a number of
the expected benefits of negotiating identified in figure 3. Primarily, it sought
external recognition. Many countries found it untenable to endorse the PLO
over Jordan as long as the PLO was identified as a terrorist organization. By
warming to the peace process, the PLO sought to alter the costs and benefits
of that equation. Alain Gresh explained, “For the PLO as for the Arab states,
it was thus clear that the price for Arab recognition was moderation.” In
addition, the PLO leadership sought public support, particularly among
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, where activists repeatedly ap-
pealed for a compromise settlement focused on ending the Israeli occupa-
tion. At the same time, King Hussein was taking steps to woo West Bankers
to endorse his leadership. Meanwhile, Fatah leaders understood that they
had to demonstrate moderation if they were to solidify their West Bank sup-
pport and counter Hussein’s efforts to do the same.

The campaign to claim representation of the Palestinian people motivated
not only the Fatah leadership to embrace diplomacy. It also motivated PLO op-
position factions to attempt to spoil that diplomacy. As long as the PLO
remained an umbrella for diverse groups and not an institution with a monop-
oly on coercion in a given territory, it could not impose its program on those
who disagreed. In this weakly institutionalized setting, the position of each
faction in the internal Palestinian balance of power shaped its inclination to
act as a peace maker or peace breaker. Fatah led the Palestinian movement
because it was positioned to speak for the PLO at Geneva. Fatah’s standing
encouraged it to seek outside recognition, to solidify its popularity among
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Palestinians under occupation, and to advance the status of the PLO along with its own. Smaller PLO factions, perennially fighting against what they called “Fatah hegemony,” faced a different set of incentives.

Thus, after the 1974 PNC decision to establish a national authority in any part of historic Palestine, the PFLP, PFLP-GC, PPSE, and ALF suspended their membership in PLO executive councils and formed the Front of Palestinian Forces Rejecting Surrenderist Solutions. In interviews, lectures, and literature distributed among its constituents, the Rejection Front denounced Fatah’s politicking as treason. It also turned to spoiler violence, carrying out thirteen terrorist attacks inside Israel in 1974 that left 147 people dead. Terrorism claimed more Israeli lives in 1974 than in any other year until the height of the second intifada in 2002 (see figure 4).

External utility models would suggest that this spoiling behavior was intended to undermine Israeli trust of Palestinian moderates or to achieve the liberation of land in a way that negotiations could not. Such explanations are insufficient: while the Fatah leadership sought entry into the peace process to avoid being marginalized in Arab and international politics, hard-line factions challenged these peace efforts to avoid being marginalized in Palestinian politics. Rejectionist factions’ apprehensions intensified with the Geneva conference. For Arab states, the debate about whether the PLO should represent
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Palestinians in the peace process elicited questions about what kind of PLO was worthy of such responsibility. In exchange for recognition of the PLO, some Arab leaders argued that it was necessary to “change the structure of the [Palestinian Liberation] Organization from within and turn it into a moderate and acceptable organization.”

Some Palestinian radicals saw such comments as threats to their political survival; spoiler activity offered a powerful way of fighting those threats. Spoiler violence allowed smaller factions to impose themselves as powers with which the Fatah leadership had to reckon. It showed PLO leaders that the opposition could disrupt their diplomatic efforts or create fissures in the national movement should Fatah seek international recognition at the opposition’s expense. Carrying out attacks against Israel also allowed smaller factions to transfer competition for political influence from the realm of formal PLO institutions, where Fatah dominated, to the military realms in which all factions enjoyed freedom of maneuver. When the PFLP-GC took the lead with a suicide attack on the northern Israeli community of Kiryat Shemona in April 1974, it was seeking the political influence that it lacked, given its small numbers in Palestinian councils. Indeed, military activity proved effective in compensating for political weakness, as the attack brought the faction new fame and recruits.

Once some guerrilla groups increased their attacks, other groups followed or risked being left behind. Spoiling thus doubled as a form of competition for nationalist credibility and popular support. Whereas the PNC program was a vehicle for winning support among Palestinians under occupation, fighting that program was a way to gain popularity in the Palestinian diaspora. The support of the Palestinian refugee population was crucial because they represented the direct constituents of PLO factions based in Lebanon. The Palestinian diaspora also included affluent Palestinians living in the West and the Persian Gulf, who often held extremist opinions because they could, in Khalaf’s view, “afford the luxury of intransigence.”

The need to compete with spoilers was not lost on supporters of a compromise settlement. A month after the PFLP-GC’s attack on Kiryat Shemona, the
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DFLP carried out its own terrorist attack on an Israeli school in Ma’alot. Given that the DFLP was the first to advocate the controversial phased program, some of its leaders believed that the attack was necessary, to quote DFLP military commander Mamduh Nawfal, “to deflect the accusations of treason.”

Two weeks after the Ma’alot attack, the DFLP launched another attack, declaring that its purpose was to “reinforce the phased political program.” When it launched a third attack inside Israel in November 1974, it announced that its intent was to demonstrate that Palestinians were negotiating from a position of strength. The DFLP thus advocated a peaceful settlement while engaging in violence to bolster the prospects of that settlement. Such behavior was perplexing as a strategy for convincing Israel to make concessions. Yet it was rational as a strategy for advancing the DFLP’s standing among its Palestinian competitors, where the “gun” signaled the credibility of the olive branch.

In turning to spoiling, rejectionist groups were concerned not only about maintaining the support of their constituents, but also about how a diplomatic agreement might further reduce their power in Palestinian politics. Bard O’Neill argued that the PFLP opposed a “ministate” in the occupied territories because it knew that “if it came to handing out portfolios in any government, it would not fare well.” Fear of the domestic political consequences of a diplomatic settlement also contributed to ALF’s spoiler stance. This trepidation was not so much its own, however, as it was that of its Iraqi patron. In O’Neill’s view, Iraqi leaders regarded an uncompromising policy toward Israel as “an effective means of deflecting attention away from their own lack of popular legitimacy.”

Given Palestinian factions’ dependence on foreign patrons, Palestinian would-be negotiators and spoilers also understood that their stance toward the Geneva conference had implications for their ability to acquire resources. For some factions, spoiler activity was a way to obtain support from radical Arab states. Thus in the wake of the Ma’alot attack, Libya rewarded the DFLP with a $1 million monthly stipend. For the mainstream PLO leadership, on the other hand, moderation offered opportunities for support from the Soviet Union. Moscow pressured Palestinian factions to accept a compromise settle-
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ment and rewarded Fatah and the DFLP with high-profile diplomatic visits, training, and equipment when they did. With the advent of détente, Arafat hoped that Fatah’s ties to the Soviet Union would provide an inroad to the United States, as well. These new diplomatic relations stood to strengthen Fatah’s position within the PLO and the PLO’s position in international politics.

Spoiling as a means of contesting leadership occurred within PLO factions as much as between them. At the 1974 PNC meeting, the leaders of all of the PLO opposition factions voted in favor of the phased program. It was only afterward, when they faced strong resistance from within their organizations, that they annulled that decision and formed the Rejectionist Front. Khalaf recalled, “No sooner had the Palestinian Congress session ended than arguments and outbidding erupted within the various organizations, with the more radical elements in each accusing their comrades of having approved a ‘liquidationist’ text. Needless to say, it was the extremists who prevailed over the moderates, as is usually the case in such debates.”

Intrafactional bargaining also drove spoiler attacks. Yezid Sayigh believes that a suicide mission by the PFLP-GC against a kibbutz in northern Israel in June 1974 was perpetrated by a radical wing of the organization to protest the seeming moderation of its leader, Ahmed Jibril. In response, Jibril retracted his vote in favor of the PNC resolution. Contestation was also intense inside Fatah. Although top Fatah leaders sought an invitation to attend the Geneva peace conference, there was no such consensus among the movement’s rank and file. Understood in this context, one motivation for Fatah’s suicide attack in Nahariya in June 1974 was to appease hard-line opinion in its own organization.

For Fatah leaders, violence was also vital for preserving the cohesion of the Palestinian national movement. In the absence of statehood, armed struggle had become a unifying slogan and enterprise for the far-flung Palestinian community. The paradoxical outcome was that Fatah leaders pursued diplomacy to increase the PLO’s regional and international clout, but it could not rely solely on diplomacy, because this risked weakening the national consensus on
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which the PLO was based. These dynamics served, in Shaul Mishal’s words, to keep PLO “diplomacy in chains.”53 Thus, even when there were compelling strategic incentives to embrace the peace process, pressures stemming from internal Palestinian politics kept armed struggle alive.

Outside observers typically failed to distinguish between the overlapping internal and external political rationales behind what became observable as diplomatic outreach or terrorism. Israeli leaders dismissed the PLO’s peace overtures as “double talk” and argued that Palestinian violence was the same, whether carried out by Fatah or by rejectionists.54 Yet those who followed the Palestinians’ internal dialogue disagreed. In the conclusion of his study of the PLO, O’Neill appealed to Israel to recognize “the fact that the PLO and the Arab states do not constitute a monolithic grouping” and to “refrain from the tendency to treat all acts of terrorism as if they were sanctioned by the PLO.”55

In the end, the Geneva conference never held a second round, and the Palestinians’ bid to join the peace talks became a moot point. Before long, the PLO was embroiled in Lebanon’s civil war; the United States’ shuttle diplomacy marginalized the multilateral search for a comprehensive settlement; and Egypt made a separate peace with Israel that radically altered the Middle East equation. From an external conflict utility perspective, PLO overtures toward peace making had failed. Viewed as a form of internal contestation, however, they were successful. In October 1974 the Arab League rewarded the PLO’s pragmatist shift by officially recognizing the PLO as the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. The following month the United Nations invited Arafat to address the General Assembly and granted the PLO observer status. The PLO thus outstripped Jordan in the race to speak for the Palestinians. Its endorsement of a moderate program had been crucial to that outcome.

As a means of contesting legitimate representation, Palestinian rejectionists’ military activity was also successful. Spoiler violence demonstrated that hard-line Palestinian factions were supported by public opinion and external patrons. The rejectionists’ actions sent a warning to the Fatah leadership that it could not alone dictate the Palestinian national struggle: Fatah’s efforts to convince the world to recognize the PLO would be meaningless if the rejec-

tionists caused the PLO, or the organizations that made it up, to fragment. The Palestinian leadership took note of this warning. Although spoilers did not terminate the PLO leadership’s diplomacy, they did manage to circumscribe it into the 1980s.

In summary, the PLO’s 1973–74 debate over Palestinian participation in the Geneva conference demonstrates how both peace making and peace breaking can be the product of competition within the same nonstate group. During this era, the question, “Who speaks for the Palestinians?” remained unsettled. Fatah warmed to joining the peace process at least in part to ensure the political survival of the PLO under its leadership. At the same time, opposition factions rejected the peace process at least in part to ensure their own political survival within the PLO. Negotiating and spoiling therefore revealed a common dynamic: Palestinian groups were motivated not only by their goals vis-à-vis Israel, but also by their desire to remain politically relevant in the Arab-Palestinian arena.

THE OSLO PEACE PROCESS, 1993–2000
The expulsion of the PLO from Lebanon to Tunisia in 1982 initiated the decline of the PLO’s influence as a regional player. The 1987 eruption of the intifada, a grassroots uprising of Palestinians in the occupied territories, returned the Palestinian national struggle to the forefront of world headlines. In September 1993 Israel and the PLO publicly ratified the Oslo peace process with a declaration to “put an end to decades of confrontation and conflict.” Israel gradually transferred control over most of the Palestinian population in the West Bank and Gaza Strip to a self-governing apparatus called the Palestinian National Authority (PA). Israel and the PLO pledged to conclude a final peace settlement by May 1999.

From the commencement of secret talks with Israeli envoys in late 1992, the PLO’s desire for a peace agreement was intertwined with its goal of strengthening its exclusive leadership of the Palestinian cause. Here it is important to emphasize that, by the 1990s, the line had blurred between the PLO as an institution and Arafat as its figurehead. The assassination of Arafat’s main contenders—Fatah leaders Khalil al-Wazir (killed by Israel in 1988) and Salah Khalaf (killed by Palestinian extremist Abu Nidal in 1991)—steadily concentrated authority in his hands. In Sayigh’s words, Arafat’s “jealous grip on power” had become a leading determinant of Palestinian national policy.  

One threat to this power came from a new generation of nationalist activists raised under occupation and politicized in Israeli prisons, Palestinian universities, and the network of political and civic organizations flourishing in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The first intifada raised the stature of these activists (the “inside leadership”) relative to the Tunis-based PLO (the “outside leadership”). In mobilizing mass protest against the occupation, inside leaders demonstrated a unique capacity to inspire residents of the territories and to pressure Israel where it was weakest. The 1991 Madrid peace conference likewise raised the profile of Palestinian leaders other than Arafat. Because Israel refused to allow PLO officials to attend the conference, a delegation from the occupied territories represented Palestinians in their place. This turn of events, as well as West Bankers’ participation in subsequent negotiations in Washington, catapulted new Palestinian names and faces into the international spotlight.

Palestinian negotiators and activists repeatedly professed their loyalty to Tunis. They maintained constant communication with the PLO leadership and heeded its instructions. Nevertheless, Arafat tended to view these negotiators and activists as a potential threat to his monopoly on representing the Palestinian people. It was in part to assert his sole authority that he developed a channel of secret talks with Israel and even deliberately obstructed the efforts of the Palestinian negotiators in Washington. As one Israeli envoy to Oslo recalled, “Arafat was sending us a definite message: the Washington talks would grind on endlessly, but in Oslo, where the PLO was officially represented, he was prepared to compromise.”

Arafat expected peace making to lead to external recognition of the PLO under his stewardship. The Oslo agreement compelled Israel and the United States to recognize the PLO chairman as the only person able to act authoritatively in the name of the Palestinian struggle. It also gave Arafat the material
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resources necessary to stem the PLO’s organizational decline and fiscal crisis. Arafat’s support of Saddam Hussein in the 1990–91 Persian Gulf War had resulted in the PLO’s isolation and loss of financial support. It was forced to reduce salaries for PLO personnel and funding for social services for its Palestinian constituents. Access to funds was imperative for matters of internal contestation because neopatrimonialism had become a basis of Arafat’s rule. In the absence of a fully institutionalized system of legitimate representation, the PLO chairman used jobs, benefits, and other material inducements to secure the loyalty of subordinates and co-opt opponents. Arafat correctly wagered that the Oslo agreement would invite a new flow of international donations, as well as profits from imports, exports, and other economic transactions in the territories transferred to PA control.

In addition to delivering outside recognition and resources, the Oslo accords served the Fatah-PLO leadership’s internal contestation needs by helping it to confront the challenge of the Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas). Through its confrontation with the Israeli occupation and its creation of a broad network of social services, Hamas emerged from the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood to become a formidable non-PLO force. In addition, Hamas had condemned Iraq’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait and was rewarded with generous funding from the Gulf. Arafat attempted to co-opt Hamas by inviting it to join the PLO, but he abandoned the initiative when Hamas demanded 40 percent of the seats in PLO bodies. Against this backdrop, the Oslo peace process offered Arafat a way to contain Hamas. It pushed the Islamist opposition to the margins of a completely transformed Palestinian political landscape.

In contrast to the expectations of external utility models, therefore, much of the Palestinian leadership’s urgency in negotiating the Oslo agreement stemmed from its hope to maximize gains vis-à-vis internal rivals more than vis-à-vis Israel. Regardless, the peace process did not prevent the continuation of acts of violence and bad faith on both sides. Israel transferred 60 percent of the Gaza Strip and 37 percent of the West Bank to the PA. Yet during the seven years following the signing of the Oslo agreement, it also confiscated tens of thousands of acres of Palestinian land, doubled its settler population, and imposed unprecedented restrictions on Palestinian freedom of movement. The PLO officially recognized Israel and coordinated security, economic, and other

matters on a nearly daily basis. Yet Palestinians also carried out attacks that claimed more Israeli lives during the six-year period after the Oslo agreement (258) than during the six-year period before it (160).65

These attacks were examples of spoiler violence insofar as their main perpetrators, Hamas and Islamic Jihad, swore their opposition to the Oslo process. External utility analyses propose that these spoilers intended their attacks to undercut Israeli confidence in the PA’s ability to deliver peace, to provoke Israeli repression, or to pressure Israel to make concessions that it otherwise would not. These explanations, however, cannot account for two anomalies. First, if Hamas’s and Islamic Jihad’s behavior was solely attributable to their opposition to the peace process, then there also should have been spoiling attacks by PLO leftist factions opposed to Oslo. That there were not, however, was logical in the context of internal contestation. The PFLP had become increasingly dependent on Arafat’s grip on PLO monies. The DFLP, meanwhile, splintered when pro-Oslo members broke off and formed their own party. Compounding these troubles, the collapse of the Soviet Union left Palestinian Marxists without a superpower backer or an ideology that many Palestinians found germane for the times.

The PFLP and the DFLP thus occupied an extremely weak position in the internal Palestinian balance of power. As such, the resources that best safeguarded their organizational survival were their continued standing within the PLO and funds from Arafat. They would have jeopardized both had they turned to spoiling. What they might have gained—support from hard-line Palestinian public opinion—was not significant, as Marxists had little chance of surpassing Islamists in competition for anti-Oslo constituents. Given this balance sheet, spoiler violence would have caused leftist Palestinian factions more losses than gains in the realm of internal politics, even if it better reflected their opposition to Oslo.

The second anomaly left unexplained by external utility models is Hamas’s measure of political pragmatism. As much as Hamas wished to overturn the Oslo agreement, it recognized that Palestinian and international support for the new status quo rendered that improbable. On these grounds, Hamas leaders declared that they sought neither to engage in conflict with the PLO leadership nor to defeat the peace process by force.66 They also announced that they
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might accept an extended cease-fire if Israel withdrew to its 1967 borders.67 Skeptics of the sincerity of these gestures insist that Hamas never revoked its 1988 charter calling for the eradication of Israel. Yet students of the movement argue that the charter is a historical relic that has no practical influence on the movement.68 They insist that Hamas has articulated its willingness to accommodate a two-state solution in deed, even if it refuses to recognize Israel in principle. As recently as the spring of 2008, press statements by Hamas leader Khalid Meshal indicate that this is the movement’s effective stance.69

A theory of spoiling as internal contestation helps to explain why, given this political pragmatism, Hamas carried out suicide bombings against Israeli targets. Islamist groups viewed the Oslo accords not only as an intolerable surrender of the Islamic land of Palestine, but also as a threat to their existence. In carrying out violence against Israel, they sought, among other goals, to help secure a place in the new Palestinian political arena. This arena was characterized by a weakly institutionalized system of representation. In the absence of clear rules regarding how opposition groups could improve their bargaining position with Arafat, spoiler violence was as viable a means as any.

The logic underlying Hamas’s spoiler behavior evolved, as did Hamas’s standing in the Palestinian balance of power. During the peace process’s early years, Hamas’s attacks against Israel were in part a tactic for protecting its interests vis-à-vis its main political rivals: the PA, the PLO that gave rise to it, and the Fatah movement that dominated both. Just as the Palestinian leadership used support for the Oslo peace process to outmaneuver rivals and maintain dominance, so was it predictable that those rivals would use their
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opposition to Oslo to outmaneuver the leadership and challenge that domi-
nance. Jeroen Gunning explains, “Oslo provided a golden opportunity to sal-
vage [Arafat’s] dreams of statehood, stay in power, and keep Hamas and other
contenders (including Fatah’s local cadres) out. . . . Each subsequent attack on
the peace process, by Hamas or other contenders, must therefore be seen as, at
least in part, an attack on this elite arrangement.”70 In communiqués issued af-
fter some of their bombings, Hamas and Islamic Jihad frequently warned the
PA not to “collaborate” with Israel by arresting their cadres and attacking their
institutions. In signaling that Islamists retained the power to disrupt, suicide
attacks pressured the Palestinian leadership to give them a “seat at the table”
of Palestinian decisionmaking, or at least not to destroy them.71 Unlike leftist
anti-Oslo groups, Hamas could be bold in challenging Arafat’s peace strategy
because its funding and base of popular support lay outside the PLO.

Undermining the peace process was a considerable form of leverage over
the PLO-PA leadership. Arafat had staked his international credibility on the
pledge that he would deliver an end to Palestinian violence and that his do-
mestic credibility on the pledge that Oslo would deliver statehood and eco-
nomic recovery. Spoiler violence threatened both and was thus a powerful
tactic for compelling Arafat to reach a compromise with Hamas rather than to
shut it out of political life. This was particularly true during the early years
of the Oslo process, when Hamas calculated that public opinion would punish
the PA if it declared war on the opposition. “This is a real dilemma,” a PA
official explained at the time. “If we adhere strictly to the agreement and even
just round up suspects,” he went on, “we are jeopardizing our legitimacy
among our people.”72

Hamas also used spoiling behavior to attain public support. A grassroots or-
organization attentive to the popular mood, Hamas was loath to be seen as ob-
structionist whenever the Palestinian public was optimistic that negotiations
could produce results.73 This had occurred during the Madrid conference,
which polls showed enjoyed the backing of 87 percent of Palestinians in the
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West Bank and Gaza. Hamas opposed Palestinian participation in Madrid and subsequent negotiations in Washington, but restrained its resistance in deference to public opinion. As those negotiations continued and failed to yield results, however, popular support withered. Encouraged by the shift in opinion, Hamas became more militant in its opposition to both the PLO and Israel.

Hamas’s spoiling behavior continued in the wake of the Oslo agreement. As Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh declared a year after its signing, “The scale of the attacks will be determined by the level of popular support for such a strategy.” Hamas thus typically turned to spoiling when it anticipated that the public would reward it for such tactics. It carried out its first suicide bombing inside Israel after a Jewish settler killed 29 Palestinian worshippers in Hebron’s Ibrahimi Mosque in February 1994. This event appalled Palestinians, the majority of whom sympathized with the revenge bombing. Likewise, when Israel assassinated Hamas explosives expert Yahiya Ayyash in January 1996, hundreds of thousands of Palestinians participated in demonstrations to mourn his death. Emboldened by this reaction, Hamas launched three revenge suicide attacks in Israeli cities between February 25 and March 3. A fourth bombing by Islamic Jihad brought the toll to 57 dead and 216 injured in eight days.

With these bombings, however, Hamas went too far. The attacks contributed to bringing the right-wing Likud to power in Israel, which became another nail in the coffin of the peace process. They also influenced Palestinian internal politics, altering the costs and benefits of subsequent spoiling behavior. Under intense Israeli and U.S. pressure, Arafat carried out a sweeping campaign against the Islamist opposition, arresting some 1,200 individuals and raiding Hamas-dominated institutions. Popular opinion gave the PA a mandate to implement a crackdown that at other times would have been politically unpalatable. Approximately 70 percent of Palestinians said that they did not support the Islamists’ attacks, and 59 percent approved the PA’s measures against them.

Spoiling thus changed from being a potential asset in opposition factions’ quest for political power to being a liability. In the language of social move-

ment theory, the political opportunity structures had changed. As Islamic Jihad’s secretary-general said, “The decision to continue military action exists . . . but the opportunity does not . . . . Martyrdom operations are governed primarily by favorable conditions on the ground.” Public opinion was a key variable in shaping the conditions governing the contestation for power within the Palestinian national movement. “Hamas’s military capability depends on its popular support and the degree of cooperation by supporters,” an Israeli analyst observed. “The movement’s difficulties to launch attacks since 1997 derive from changes in Palestinian society,” he continued. Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin reasoned that Hamas’s opposition to the peace process would accomplish little besides provoking a showdown with the PA. Aware that such a step would carry internal political losses, the Islamist Movement reoriented its focus from military action to social activism after 1996.

Hamas’s wish to challenge the PA thus encouraged Hamas to participate in spoiling violence at some times and discouraged it at others. Apart from these interfactional factors, contestation internal to Hamas also served as an impetus to spoiling. Living under the PA and aware of society’s longing for calm, many of Hamas’s Gaza-based leaders believed that they had to accommodate to the new reality produced by the Oslo process. Hamas leaders based in Jordan and then in Syria tended to favor a more hawkish line. Their control over Hamas’s financial resources, political decisionmaking, and military brigades meant that their preferences usually dominated. Still, tension between the inside and outside leaderships, and between the political and military wings, remained a source of contestation within the movement. Arafat encouraged these divisions in an attempt to isolate Hamas hard-liners and make a partner of moderates.

The intrafractional dimension of Hamas’s spoiling behavior came to the fore following five suicide bombings between October 1994 and August
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1995. Seeking a modus vivendi with the opposition, the PA invited Gaza-based Hamas leaders to high-level talks. In response, Hamas unofficially halted the bombings in late summer 1995, and several leaders indicated that they would support an enduring cease-fire if the PA agreed to stop detaining their cadres. Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres responded positively. Yet just as it appeared that a Hamas-PA truce might become possible, Hamas’s Amman-based Political Bureau effectively vetoed it. It may have been under pressure from foreign governments or been worried that the PA was planning to use Hamas insiders to marginalize Hamas outsiders. Regardless, the PA-Hamas dialogue session closed without Hamas renouncing its freedom to carry out attacks against Israel. A few months later, Israel assassinated Ayyash, and Hamas’s suicide bombings resumed in full force.

The bombings suggested that violence against Israel was becoming a method by which different sectors within Hamas battled to determine the identity and strategy of the Islamist movement. A unit believed to be a Hamas splinter group announced responsibility for two of the bombings following Ayyash’s assassination. Gaza-based Hamas leaders claimed to have no involvement in the violence, and some called the attacks a mistake. Several sources indicated that these leaders actually wished to end attacks against Israel, but the movement’s external leadership disagreed. In authorizing the bombings, the outside leadership may have been asserting its authority over the Gaza-based leadership. Or perhaps the military wing was demonstrating its right to determine Hamas’s strategy. Spoiling in the context of internal divisions generated confusion regarding who had carried out the bombings, with what audience in mind, and for what purpose. A Jerusalem-based weekly reported, “A series of leaflets, denials, and accusations left observers . . . shocked at the apparent state of chaos within the Islamist resistance. It remains unclear whether the bombers were acting on their own initiative as part of a radical cell, were carrying out the orders of the leadership in exile, or were acting on behalf of the internal organization, which feared political marginalization.”
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The ensuing debate among Palestinians concerned not only the strategic rationality of using violence, but also who had the right to make decisions in the name of the nation. For some Hamas members, the bombings indicated that control over the Islamists’ strategy did not rest where it should, with the political leadership. Hamas member Ghazi Hamad explained, “The political wing began to pay the price for military operations it was not aware of and without knowing the objectives behind them.”91 For those not aligned with Hamas, spoiler violence generated larger questions about foreign interference in the Palestinian struggle. A leading Palestinian daily declared, “It is no longer acceptable for these outside organizations to stick their noses into our affairs.” It argued that bombings must cease “so we do not remain held captive to decisions made outside Palestine.”92

In conclusion, interfactional and intrafractional factors shaped both negotiating and spoiling during the Oslo peace process. As in the 1970s, many observers attributed violence during the 1990s to Palestinian radicals’ uncompromising opposition to peace and saw repression as the only recourse. Had policymakers considered how Hamas’s behavior also aimed to achieve internal political objectives, however, they might have advocated a different approach. More appropriate might have been a formula for Palestinian power sharing that guaranteed Hamas its organizational survival, granted it space to express itself as a peaceful opposition, and mollified rather than exacerbated divisions within its ranks.

Conclusion

Edward Newman and Oliver Richmond argue, “It is important to note the difference between the use of spoiling . . . to shape a negotiating process and its use to destroy it.”93 Equally important, however, is to note the difference between spoiling to shape a negotiating process and spoiling to shape the balance of power among the forces that make up a nonstate group. This article has explored the latter set of dynamics by crafting a framework for analysis of

how negotiating and spoiling result from motives of internal political contestation. It has illustrated two hypotheses. First, internal contestation is most likely to drive conflict behavior in cases where a party to a conflict lacks an institutionalized system of legitimate representation. Second, whether internal pressures lead groups to act as peace makers or peace breakers depends not only on their policy preferences but also on their relative power in their national community.

Most research on conflict resolution relies on different theoretical frameworks for the study of negotiating and the study of spoiling. In contrast, this article uses one framework to show how both negotiating and spoiling are ramifications of a single process of contestation over internal political leadership. It thus challenges conventional interpretations of conflict resolution, which tend to take for granted that those who support or oppose a settlement do so primarily because of their interest in peace itself. In demonstrating the role of multiple, competing struggles, this study applied George Tsebelis’s notion of nested games and highlighted how these “games” function uniquely in nonstate and weakly institutionalized settings. In such contexts, actors contest not only the substance of policies but also the very process of collective decisionmaking and the legitimacy of claims to represent the collective.

The internal contestation approach makes a contribution to the literature on “ripeness” for conflict resolution by showing how the same internal pressures that render some leaders ready to make peace can drive their opponents to disrupt it. In addition, it shows how actors’ relative power shapes their antagonism toward a peace process, regardless of what Stephen Stedman identifies as their total, limited, or greedy conflict goals. This power balance is relevant not only because it affects the material capabilities that enable actors to pursue their exogenous conflict objectives. It also shapes their assessment of the costs and benefits of violence or peace in the first place. The internal contestation logic demonstrates that leaders of national movements and rebel groups, no less than those of states, are systematically influenced by domestic political competition and public opinion. The policy implication is that sponsors of peace processes should expect spoiler problems unless they take steps to help a nonstate group heal its internal rifts. The more that a nonstate group institutionalizes a system of legitimate representation, the more it will be able to act on the basis of external conflict utility as opposed to divergent internal political utilities.

A comparative analysis of two efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict demonstrates the fruitfulness of the internal contestation approach. When some Palestinian factions indicated their willing-
ness to participate in the Geneva peace conference in 1973, they did so at least partly to outmaneuver Jordan and gain recognition for the PLO’s sole, legitimate representation of the Palestinian people. When more radical factions carried out attacks to undermine this diplomatic turn, they did so at least partly to assert their rightful place in national decisionmaking. Twenty years later, when the PLO leadership negotiated the Oslo agreement, it was largely driven by its quest to safeguard its leadership in the face of potential challenges from local PLO activists, the Islamist movement, and the PLO’s own institutional decline. When Hamas carried out suicide bombings in defiance of Oslo, it was driven not only by its opposition to Israel but also by its competition with the PLO, its desire to retain influence within Palestinian politics, and its own internal debates. These are merely two of numerous analogous examples in Palestinian history, from the violence and diplomacy characterizing Palestinians’ reaction to the Peel partition plan of 1936 to cease-fires in the second intifada after the year 2000.

The internal contestation approach sheds new light on these events as well as on more recent developments. The 2006 Palestinian parliamentary elections could have marked an unprecedented advance toward the establishment of a legitimate system of representation in the Palestinian territories. Hamas, Fatah, and other Palestinian groups agreed to integrate into a single institution under a single set of rules. Broad-based participation in free and fair elections validated those rules with a popular mandate. Nevertheless, Palestinian and international actors blocked the emergence of this system when they refused to accept its result: a Hamas electoral victory. Pointing to the history of other militant organizations, some argued that granting Hamas an opportunity to govern would help to temper its opposition to Israel. Taking a contrary stance, the United States and the European Union announced that they would cut off aid until Hamas recognized Israel, denounced terrorism, and complied with all previous agreements. Israel refused to deal with the PA or transfer its custom revenues. Fatah rejected Hamas’s invitation to join the government in what many viewed as an effort to ensure that Hamas failed on its own.

Hamas refused to capitulate. Instead it assumed power during a period of dire economic crisis and was unable to pay the public employees’ salaries on which more than a third of the Palestinian workforce depended. At the same time, many Fatah members defied the Hamas government by disregarding its orders and creating havoc in the streets. The leadership struggle between Fatah and Hamas simmered for a year until the Saudi-brokered February 2007 Mecca agreement brought the factions to form a unity government. Nevertheless, Israel and the United States again refused to recognize the gov-
ernment, and the United States instead funded and armed Fatah to defeat the Islamists. The contestation over who had the right to represent the Palestinians continued until Hamas forcibly seized control of the PA in the Gaza Strip in June 2007. Israel and the United States helped Fatah consolidate power in the West Bank, while Israel intensified its blockade of Gaza.

It was against this backdrop of intra-Palestinian competition that the United States relaunched Israeli-Palestinian negotiations at the November 2007 Annapolis summit. The analytical approach in this article shows why, given the intensity of internal Palestinian contestation, it was not surprising that rival parties would take up negotiating or spoiling. In aligning itself with U.S. President George W. Bush’s pledge to achieve a peace settlement by the year 2009, the Fatah leadership not only sought to achieve an agreement. It also hoped to establish its right to represent the Palestinian people. In opposing the negotiations, Hamas was contesting that right and asserting its own.

Fatah-PA officials are likely to continue peace talks with Israel because doing so forms the bedrock of their claim to leadership and distinguishes them from their political rivals. The Hamas movement will have incentives to undermine such talks as long as it remains excluded. The internal contestation model explains why Fatah-PA officials may be expected to negotiate even when the prospects for peace with Israel are low and why Hamas is likely to turn to spoiling especially when they are high. The best solution to this dilemma is the adoption of measures that temper internal struggles by encouraging Palestinians to mend their differences. In late 2008, such an opportunity emerged when Egypt invited Palestinian factions to Cairo to negotiate the formation of another national unity government. Egypt proposed that PA President Mahmoud Abbas continue the peace talks, but on the condition that any agreement obtain approval from a PLO restructured to include Hamas and other opposition factions. This proposal wisely recognized the link between institutionalization of a system of legitimate representation of the Palestinians, on the one hand, and success of the peace process, on the other. Hamas postponed the Cairo dialogue at the last minute, blaming Fatah. Fatah, in turn, blamed Hamas.

Apart from inter-Palestinian acrimony, outside parties also contributed to obstructing Palestinian unity. As a leading Israeli analyst commented, “An internal Palestinian reconciliation process does not jibe with Israeli interests.”

This article suggests the opposite. Given Hamas’s past violence and continued refusal to recognize Israel, it is justifiable that some would insist on isolating the movement. Yet experience shows the ineffectiveness of this approach. As President Jimmy Carter pleaded after his April 2008 visit to Hamas leaders, “The present strategy of excluding Hamas . . . is just not working.”96 The ceasefire between Hamas and Israel brokered by Egypt in June 2008 indicated the benefits of an alternative approach. While both sides committed violations, the informal understanding yielded, in the words of Israeli General Security Services Director Yuval Diskin, “a significant drop in Hamas terror activity.”97 The question of whether Hamas would accept peace with Israel is of course uncertain. The alternative, however, is predictable. The International Crisis Group explains, “Without a Hamas-Fatah power-sharing agreement and as long as the Islamists feel marginalized, unable to govern and in an existential struggle for survival, there can be no sustainable diplomacy.”98

This analysis of the Palestinian case offers insights relevant for other peace processes involving nonstate groups, such as Northern Ireland, Sudan, the Western Sahara, Sri Lanka, and South Africa. It also offers a basis for generating new hypotheses. Researchers can build on this study by further exploring the role of such factors as public opinion and external patrons in shaping the internal politics of peace making and peace breaking. They can also consider how variation in the internal structure of nationalist movements affects their likelihood of negotiating or spoiling. Moreover, they can broaden the scope of analysis by examining the internal political influences simultaneously at play within both antagonists involved in asymmetric conflict and how these interact to favor or undermine the probability of a negotiated settlement. These and other inquiries can contribute to policy-relevant knowledge about how to launch peace processes and protect them until peace takes root.

